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Abstract
Recent studies have found disapproval of peer punishment of norm violations. This
seems puzzling, given the potential benefits peer punishers contribute to the group. We
suggest part of the answer is that peer punishers tend to come across as aggressive and as such
may be viewed as more problematic than beneficial to have around. We used simple computer
animations of geometric shapes to enact 15 precise variations of social sanctions against a
norm violator. More than 1,800 subjects were recruited to watch an animation and judge the
behavior and character of the animated agents. They also completed a trait aggression
measure. Across the variations peer punishment was typically disapproved of, especially
when severe or openly aggressive, and especially by subjects low on trait aggression. We
conclude that there seems to be a social norm against peer punishment and that dislike of
aggressiveness seems to be part of the reason why.

Keywords. trait aggression; social norms; social judgment; social control; peer
punishment
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Introduction
Consider a group of peers. One group member, Viola, violates a social norm. Another
group member, Punisha, reacts to Viola’s norm violation by some kind of informal
punishment. Other group members also tend to disapprove of Viola’s behavior. The question
is, will they therefore approve of Punisha punishing Viola?
This question is motivated by the literature on cooperation in situations where there is a
conflict between self-interest and group-interest. In such “social dilemmas”, economic
experiments demonstrate that groups may achieve substantially higher levels of cooperation if
it is in the power of group members to punish each other (e.g., Yamagishi, 1986; Fehr &
Gächter, 2000; Balliet, Mulder, & Van Lange, 2011). In this research tradition it is common
to regard informal punishment of selfish behavior as a public good in itself. Consequently,
those who do not punish free-riders among their peers are regarded as free-riding on others’
punishment efforts. Because of the great potential benefits from cooperation it has been
argued that biological and cultural evolutionary processes will shape social behavior such that
all free-riding, including not punishing free-riders, is subject to peer punishment (e.g.,
Henrich & Boyd 2001). From this popular hypothesis it follows that other group members
should definitely tend to approve of Punisha in the above scenario. Indeed, had Punisha not
subjected Viola to punishment, we should expect other peers to want to punish both Viola for
violating the norm and Punisha for not punishing Viola.
Some experiments on economic games have addressed this prediction by letting
participants react to peer punishment, either by participating in a second stage of sanctions
(e.g., Cinyabuguma et al., 2006; Kiyonari & Barclay, 2008) or by expressing who they would
prefer to be partnered with in subsequent games (Horita, 2010). Findings from such studies
were reviewed by Strimling and Eriksson (2014), who concluded that the prediction is
generally not supported by the data. Reactions to use of peer punishment in economic games
actually tend to be negative. However, there is general concern about the external validity of
economic laboratory games (Levitt & List, 2007). In particular, economic experiments on
peer punishment implement it in terms of reducing the monetary payoff of another participant.
Such material sanctions between peers are arguably uncommon in most real-life situations.
The social psychological literature on informal sanctions between peers instead focuses on
social forms of sanctions. For instance, in a field experiment where confederates violated
various prosocial norms, researchers categorized informal sanctions as angry looks, loud
audible sighs, loud comments to oneself, and comments to the norm violator ranging from
polite to aggressive personal insults (Brauer & Chekroun, 2005). Unfortunately, such field
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experiments tend not to study how people (other than the norm violator) react to such social
sanctions.
Thus, there is very limited research on how peer punishment of norm violators is
viewed in real life. Recently this question has been approached using cross-cultural online
surveys (Eriksson, Strimling & Ehn, 2013; Strimling & Eriksson, 2014). Consistent with the
findings in economic games, survey respondents tended to disapprove of peer punishers. This
finding held across cultures and across a range of situations. Strimling and Eriksson (2014)
drew the conclusion that use of informal punishment between peers tend to be socially
proscribed rather than prescribed. This poses a theoretical puzzle. Why is peer punishment
disapproved of, despite its potential to solve the problem of achieving cooperation with all the
benefits that entails? Below we develop a hypothesis to explain this puzzle.

Is peer punishment condemned as aggression?
In their most important study about peer punishment, Strimling and Eriksson (2014,
Study 3) used four scenarios describing how one person acted against the interests of others in
the group. Every scenario described a non-punisher and a peer punisher. Whereas the former
was described as simply letting the selfish behavior go, the latter yelled about the selfish
behavior (in three scenarios) or used a monetary punishment (in a scenario describing an
economic experiment). Respondents from United States and India compared the two peers on
seven traits. Results were consistent across all scenarios (including both yelling and monetary
punishment) and both countries: Compared to the non-punisher, the peer punisher was judged
as less preferable to spend time with; less likely to adhere to standard norms of behavior, less
likely to take others' interests into account, and less likely to be trustworthy; but more likely
to punish other people unfairly, more likely to be an angry person, and more likely to create
bad morale in the group.
Our interpretation is that use of peer punishment may be taken as a sign that the
punisher has an angry disposition and does not have the group’s interest in mind. Various
results from previous studies are consistent with this interpretation. Use of peer punishment in
economic lab experiments seems generally not motivated by the group outcome (Eriksson,
Cownden, Ehn & Strimling, 2014). Experiments on the ultimatum game indicate that
rejections of low offers, which is often conceived of as a form of peer punishment, is related
to high testosterone levels (Burnham, 2007) and motives of assertion (Yamagishi et al., 2012).
Field studies indicate that punishment between peers is often driven by hostile emotions
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(Chaurand & Brauer, 2008). Thus, a tendency to judge peer punishers as angry and not having
the group’s interest in mind may be well-motivated.
Note that disapproval of peer punishment is still puzzling from a rational point of view.
After all, even if the punisher is motivated by anger rather than the good of the group, the
group could still benefit from having a member who is prepared to punish any peers that
behave selfishly.
We think the puzzle dissolves of one takes into account the bigger picture of all
situations that occur in a group. An angry group member may well be valuable in a particular
situation and still be a problem in other situations where the anger is not aligned with the
interest of the group. Indeed, it has recently been argued that bullies have been a major
problem for groups to deal with in human evolutionary time (Sterelny, 2014). In line with this
notion, a long-term trend towards ever stronger norms against physical aggression has been
documented (Pinker, 2011). Even aggression towards an outgroup member is not particularly
popular (Vandello, Ransom, Hettinger, & Askew, 2009). Several studies have found that a
desire to punish someone tends not to be considered a good justification for aggression
(Lagerspetz & Westman,1980; Ramirez, 1991).
Our main hypothesis is that if a peer punisher comes across as aggressive then it does
not help that the aggression is directed towards a behavior that everyone disapproves of. The
positive aspect of the fact that a bad behavior was punished will tend to be trumped by the
negative impression of perceived aggressiveness.

Research questions about judgments of peer punishers and the act of peer punishment
The main hypothesis motivates a number of questions. The first question asks what is
included in the negative impression created by use of aggressive peer punishment. As
described above, previous research suggests that when someone yells at a norm violator, or
uses monetary punishment, it tends to be taken as an indication that the peer punisher has a
number of undesirable traits (Strimling & Eriksson, 2014). Because the act of punishing may
be beneficial to the group, it could be argued that even if people are wary of the person who
performs an act of punishment it may still be viewed as appropriate and the punisher may still
be viewed as an asset to the group. Thus, we are interested in establishing whether the
negative impression of peer punishers extends to the act of punishment being viewed as
inappropriate and the peer punisher being viewed as a problem to the group rather than an
asset. The effect we expect is that people’s general disapproval of peer punishment will
manifest in all these aspects.
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The main effect that peer punishment leads to general disapproval may be moderated
by several factors. One factor is the characteristics of the individual that makes the judgment.
It is known that approval of aggressive behavior is linked to own level of aggression
(Huesmann & Guerra, 1997). From the main hypothesis that peer punishers tend to be viewed
negatively because they come across as aggressive, we therefore expect less disapproval of
peer punishers among people whose own level of aggression is high.
Other factors relate to variations in the way the punishment is carried out. For instance,
a punisher may act alone or have backing from less active supporters. When a punisher has
supporters they should come across as less aggressive than the actual punisher. They are
therefore expected to be less negatively evaluated. However it is unclear whether the
evaluation of the actual punisher should depend on whether he or she is acting alone or with
backing from supporters. On the one hand, the presence of supporters may make the
punishment seem more in line with social norms. On the other hand, the presence of
supporters may give the impression of a group ganging up on a lonely victim.
Punishments may also vary in their severity. Game theoretic accounts of punishment
assume that the more severe they are, the better they will serve the group as deterrents of
future bad behavior (e.g., Becker, 1968). From that point of view, more severe punishments
should gain higher approval. On the other hand, more severe punishment should come across
as more aggressive. Based on the hypothesis that perceived aggressiveness trumps the
potential benefits of punishment, we expect more severe punishment of a peer to lead to more
negative judgments of the punisher.
There are also different kinds of punishment. The above-mentioned economic
laboratory games use an economic kind of peer punishment, such that the punished party’s
monetary payoff is reduced. Experiments on aggressive behavior in social psychology have
often used physical kinds of peer punishment, such as administration of hot sauce, sound
blasts, or electric shocks. Whether an economic or physical kind of punishment will be felt as
the most severe by the punished party is likely to be subjective. However, we expect
economic punishments to be generally perceived as less aggressive than physical
punishments. The main hypothesis then predicts that an economic peer punisher will tend to
be judged less negatively than a physical peer punisher.
In real life it is common that reactions to a norm violation are neither economic nor
physical, but rather take the form of a simple verbal confrontation. As a verbal confrontation
may serve to establish a norm without causing any harm it should be regarded as more
appropriate than economic or physical punishments and the verbal punisher should be less
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likely to be viewed as a problem for the group. However, verbal confrontations still tend to be
driven by hostile emotions (Chaurand & Brauer, 2008) and may therefore come across as
aggressive. Indeed, the results from the yelling scenarios of Strimling and Eriksson (2014)
indicate that also verbal punishers may be evaluated negatively.

Outline of studies
To obtain stimulus material representing a norm violation and different reactions to the
norm violation, we constructed abstract animations of a group of geometric shapes. A classic
finding in psychological research is that certain patterns of movements of abstract shapes are
perceived as having social and emotional content (Heider & Simmel, 1944; Rimé et al.,
1985). Such animations have later been used with success in studies of social attribution (Bell,
Fiszdon, Greig, Wexler, 2010; Castelli, Happé, Frith, Frith, 2000; Congiu, Schlottmann, Ray,
2009; Klin, 2000). In a novel application of the technique of geometric animations, we here
use it to study social judgment. Note that the most closely related previous research on social
judgment of peer punishers used vignettes specifying people in a certain real-world context
(Strimling & Eriksson, 2014). Geometric animations provide a simple way to enact a large set
of precise variations of a peer punishment scenario. Because animations do not rely on verbal
descriptions but on direct viewing, we expect them to be more salient than vignettes and less
subject to “reading between the lines”. Further, they can be used across cultures without
translation.
Four studies were conducted. In every study, participants viewed animations and made
social judgments of the animated agents. Participants’ level of trait aggression was also
measured. The first two studies (with American and Swedish participants, respectively) used
scenarios with physical punishment of varying severity and it also varied whether the punisher
acted alone or had supporters. In a control scenario there was no peer punishment at all. The
third study examined economic punishment in the same manner. The last study examined
verbal confrontation in the same manner and also tied up some loose ends from the previous
studies.
We report for each study how we determined our sample size, all data exclusions (if
any), all manipulations, and all measures.

Study 1: Physical sanctions
In the first study we investigated American participants’ reactions to physical sanctions
of the norm violator.
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Method
All studies employed animations of geometric shapes to represent behavioral variations
in a scenario about sharing of a common resource. The animations can be accessed at
www.pontusstrimling.com/animations/
In dramatic terms the basic scenario can roughly be divided into three scenes: The first
scene establishes a norm: agents take turns to harvest a common resource. In the second
scene, one of the agents violates this norm of turn-taking by harvesting the entire remaining
resource. The third scene shows how the other agents acted to sanction the norm violation
which varied depending on the condition.
Specifically, the animation had the following building blocks (with the intended
interpretation presented within parentheses): a white stage on which the action takes place;
four triangles (the agents) of different colors, initially positioned in quadratic structures at
each of the four corners of the stage; and a number of small circles (resource units), initially
aggregated in the center. As the animation started each triangle moved, one by one, to the
center to move one circle from there to their respective corner (harvesting the common
resource). Figure 1 illustrates the overall features of the animations, the positioning of the
triangles, and shows the blue triangle returning to its corner with a newly harvested circle.
During the first scene each triangle went twice to the center to harvest a circle, increasing the
number of circles at their respective corners while decreasing the number of circles at the
center. At this point the purple triangle approached the center, first turning to the left and to
the right (sneaking and looking around), and then proceeding to push all the remaining circles
back to its corner. This concluded the norm violation scene. From this point onwards there
were a number of variations of the animation showing how the norm violation was
sanctioned.

Conditions
Sanctions could be either collective, individual, or absent. In the collective sanction type
of variation the green triangle moved to the center and turned around (looking for the circles).
It then moved first to the pink triangle and then to the blue triangle (urging them to come),
who both followed it back to the center. At the center they turned back and forth to each other
(looking around and discussing the situation) before they together moved to the norm
violator’s corner. They gathered outside this corner (seeing the stolen resources there) before
turning away and forming a semi-circle in which they turned back and forth to each other
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(having a meeting). At this point one of several punishments followed, to be described in the
studies.
In the individual sanction type of variation, the green triangle moved to the center,
turned around, and then returned back to its corner (letting the norm violation go). Following
this, the blue triangle moved to the center, turned left and right (looking around), and then
moved on its own to the corner of the purple triangle (confronting the norm violator). At this
point followed one of several punishment conditions described below.
The no sanction condition started identically as the individual sanctions, but instead of
the blue triangle moving from the center to confront the norm violator it turned around and
moved back to its own corner (letting the norm violation go), and the animation ended.
Study 1 used a between-subjects design with 100 participants in each of five conditions:
no sanction (NO), collective weak physical sanction (CWP), individual weak physical
sanction (IWP), collective strong physical sanction (CSP), and individual strong physical
sanction (ISP).
In the collective sanctions (CWP and CSP) conditions, the green and pink triangles
aligned and pointed at the third one, the blue triangle, with their tips (encouraging it to act as
the punisher). They then moved to face the norm violator in its corner, where the blue
triangle, now in the middle of the three, delivered the sanction. Following the sanction, the
triangles all returned to their respective corners, and the animation ended. In the individual
sanctions (IWP and ISP) conditions, the blue triangle was on its own when it moved to the
corner and delivered the sanction.
A weak physical sanction (CWP and IWP) was implemented by the blue triangle
making two moves against the purple triangle (shoving it backwards) with no damage being
done. A strong physical sanction (CSP and ISP) was implemented by the blue triangle
attacking the purple triangle four times until it shattered (hurtful engagement).

Participants
Five hundred participants (43% female, age ranging from 17 to 76 years with median 31
years) were recruited among American users of Amazon Mechanical Turk (mturk.com) to
take part in an online experiment. Participation was rewarded by a fee of 1 US dollar. The
sample size (100 subjects per condition) was determined by convenience and set in advance.
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Procedure
Subjects were instructed that they were going to watch a short (1-2 minutes) animation
of triangles and report how they felt about the behavior of the different triangles. Animations
were shown as embedded YouTube movies, and subjects were instructed that they could
replay them if they wished. All questions about the animation were given on the same screen,
so subjects could watch the animation again if they felt they needed it to answer the questions.
Subjects were told that triangles would be referred to by their color names. To eliminate any
ambiguity, they were explicitly told which color name (Blue, Green, Pink, or Purple) referred
to the triangle in which corner.
Throughout most of the questionnaire, responses were given on a seven point Likert
scale from 1=Strongly Disagree to 7=Strongly Agree. Subjects rated each of the four
triangles on the same three items: whether the triangle’s behavior was appropriate; whether
they would like to spend time with a person who behaves like that triangle; and whether they
would consider a person who belonged to their group and behaved like that triangle to be a
problem (rather than an asset) for the group.
Three items dealt with subjects’ experience of rating the animations: whether they were
confident they had judged the correct triangles; whether triangles had looked as if they were
“alive”; and whether the triangles’ motion looked as if it was goal-directed and intentional.
Five additional items focused on the blue triangle, asking for subjects’ spontaneous
interpretation of the blue triangle’s character. All items started I think BLUE is someone
who..., and then continued: is generally trustworthy; is generally angry; takes others' interests
into account; would punish others unfairly; and generally follows standard norms of
behavior. These items were adapted from a previous study of punishers (Strimling &
Eriksson, 2014). The response scale was “no”, “don’t know”, and “yes” (coded as 0, 1, and 2).
Subjects were then asked how many times they had watched the animation and given
the opportunity to motivate their judgments of the animation in free text. They then completed
a short Trait Aggression scale (Bryant & Smith, 2001). Although not reported below, the
study also included a short Big Five scale (Gosling, Rentfrow, & Swann, 2003) and either a
Social Dominance Orientation scale (Pratto et al., 1994) or a Justice-Vengeance Scale (Ho et
al., 2002).

Results
We used an alpha level of .05 for all statistical tests.
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Validity of animations
Before addressing our research questions we analyzed the validity of the animations as a
method to elicit social judgments of norm violations and sanctions. Subjects were confident
they had judged the correct triangles (median response 7 out of 7). They also thought the
triangles looked alive (median response 6 out of 7) and that their movement was goal-directed
and intentional (median response 7 out of 7). Purple, the “norm violator”, was typically rated
as being a problem for the group (median response 7 out of 7) and not behaving appropriately
(median response 1 out of 7). Thus, as desired, Purple’s action was perceived as a clear norm
violation.
Most subjects (81%) wrote a motivation of their judgments, and these motivations
typically indicated vivid impressions of triangles’ intentions, emotions and morality. Here are
two random examples of motivations given in different conditions:
“I think Blue has a group's best interests at heart, and I think he stands for fairness and is
willing to fight for equality. Green and Pink, it seems like they want equality, but rather
have someone fight on their behalf rather than stand up for their own selves and fight for it.
It seems to me that they talked Blue into fighting the Purple triangle who was completely
out of line for stealing all the red balls.” (CWP)
“Blue had some serious anger issues!! Purple took way too many dots. Pink and green
played fairly.” (ISP)

In sum, we conclude that animations of geometric shapes seem to be a valid way of
tapping into people’s social judgments.
Judgments of the peer punisher
Subjects made a total of eight judgments of Blue, the triangle that was the active
punisher in all conditions involving peer punishment. Table 1 presents mean values for each
item in each condition.
A factor analysis strongly supported a single factor explaining 64% of the variance, on
which the five positive items loaded positively and the three negative items (i.e., is a problem
for the group, is generally angry, and would punish others unfairly) loaded negatively. After
reverse-coding the latter three items a z-score transformation was performed for each item.
The average of the eight z-scores will be referred to as the Blue approval index (Cronbach’s
alpha = .92). Mean values of the Blue approval index, per condition, can be found in Table 1.
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Approval of non-punishment vs. peer punishment
The results in Table 1 indicate a robust difference in Blue approval between nonpunishment and peer punishment: On every single item, Blue gained higher mean approval in
the no sanction condition than in any of the peer punishment conditions. The effect size was
generally very large; the difference in Blue approval between the no sanction condition (M =
0.79) and the pooled peer punishment conditions (M = -0.20) represents a Cohen’s d of 1.24.
Moderating effects of support and severity on approval of peer punishment
Now consider how the Blue approval index varied within the set of peer punishment
conditions. These conditions followed a two-by-two design: two levels of punishment severity
(weak, strong) and two levels of support of the punisher (individual, collective). A two-way
analysis of variance yielded a large main effect of severity, F(1, 396) =99.93, p < .001, such
that the average approval was lower for strong punishment (M = -0.53, SD = 0.63) than for
weak punishment (M = 0.13, SD = 0.71), d = 0.89. There was also a small main effect of
support for the punisher, F(1, 396) = 8.24, p = .004, such that approval was lower for
individual punishment (M = -0.29, SD = 0.75) than for collective punishment (M = -0.10, SD
= 0.75), d = 0.25. The interaction effect was non-significant, F(1, 396) = 0.09, p = .76.

Ratings of other group members
We now turn to ratings of the remaining group members, Green and Pink. Mean ratings
on the three items that were asked about each of these triangles are reported in Table 1. After
reverse-coding the problem-for-the-group item, a z-score transformation was performed for
each item. The average of the six z-scores will be referred to as the Green-Pink approval
index (Cronbach’s alpha = .82). Mean values of the Green-Pink approval index per condition
can be found in Table 1.
In a post hoc analysis, two things stand out as noteworthy. First, Green-Pink approval
was higher in the no sanction condition (M = 0.33) than in any of the peer punishment
conditions (pooled M = -0.08), d = 0.57. Thus, it seems that Blue’s deployment of peer
punishment reflected badly also on the group as a whole. This is consistent with prior findings
that people tend to make poorer judgments of a group if one of its members punishes a peer
(Strimling & Eriksson, 2014, Study 4).
Second, Green-Pink approval was particularly low in the collective strong punishment
condition (M = -0.42). Thus, participants tended to disapprove of active supporters of strong
peer punishment.
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Trait aggression and approval of peer punishment relative to non-punishment
Responses to the 12-item trait aggression scale (Cronbach’s alpha = .85) were averaged
to a TA score between 1 and 7 (M = 3.36, SD = 1.05). To measure individual subjects’
approval of peer punishment relative to non-punishment we focused on the individual
sanction conditions, where we computed the difference between the Blue approval index and
the Green-Pink approval index. To examine whether raters’ level of trait aggression predicted
their approval of peer punishment relative to non-punishment, we calculated the correlation
between the approval index difference and the TA score in these conditions. The correlation
was positive both in the individual weak sanction condition (r = .28, p = .005, N = 100) and
the individual strong sanction condition (r = .44, p < .001, N = 100). Thus, raters that scored
higher on trait aggression tended to show less disapproval of punishment relative to nonpunishment.

Discussion
A previous study (Strimling and Eriksson, 2014) presented respondents with verbal
descriptions of scenarios where one peer reacted to a norm violation by letting it go and
another peer reacted by punishing the norm violator. In that study, peer punishers were
consistently judged as having a worse character than the non-punisher: less trustworthy, less
likely to take others’ interests into account, etc. Here we replicated these findings using
animations of geometric shapes instead of verbal scenarios and using a between-subjects
instead of within-subjects design.
This study was designed to answer several additional research questions as well. First,
we found that the disapproval of peer punishment seems to extend beyond judgments of the
individual’s character to include viewing the individual as a problem for the group and the
behavior as inappropriate. Second, we found disapproval of peer punishment to be moderated
by several factors. The rater’s level of trait aggression predicted less disapproval of peer
punishment relative to non-punishment. Further, more severe peer punishment tended to be
disapproved of more. All of these findings are consistent with our hypothesis that disapproval
of peer punishment is related to it being viewed as aggressive.
We also compared a peer punisher acting alone with a peer punisher backed up by
supporters. The presence of supporters made the peer punisher look somewhat better (but at
the same time it made the supporters look worse).
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Study 2: Replication of Study 1 under lab conditions
Study 1 used an on-line sample recruited among American users of the Amazon
Mechanical Turk. It is an important test of robustness to establish that the same findings are
obtained also under other circumstances. We therefore replicated Study 1 in a Swedish
computer-based laboratory for social psychology experiments.

Method
Participants
An invitation to participate was sent by email to students at a Swedish university who
had previously expressed interest in participating in experiments. 162 participants were
recruited (45% female, 51% male, 3% unknown, age ranging from 18 to 74 years with median
25 years). Participation in a session was rewarded by a show-up fee of 60 Swedish kronor
(about 10 US dollars). Sessions included both this study and other unrelated studies for a total
duration of about one hour. The sample size was set to be smaller than in Study 1 due to the
higher cost of participation fees.

Procedure
Subjects showed up at the laboratory at the start of a session and were led to cubicles
separated by screens. Every cubicle had a desk with a computer on which the experiment was
run. The software randomly assigned subjects to one of the five conditions, the same as in
Study 1, and presented subjects with the same battery of questions (in Swedish translation),
including the Big 5 and Social Dominance Orientation scales that we do not report.

Results
The results of this study generally replicated the findings of Study 1, although
statistically weaker because of the considerably smaller sample size. First we calculated the
Blue approval index (Cronbach’s alpha = .89). Mean values per condition are reported in
Table 2. The difference in Blue approval between the no sanction condition (M = 0.71) and
the pooled peer punishment conditions (M = -0.17) represents a Cohen’s d of 1.18.
A two-way analysis of variance revealed a large main effect of severity, F(1, 126) =
24.89, p < .001, with average approval lower for strong punishment (M = -0.46, SD = 0.61)
than for weak punishment (M = 0.10, SD = 0.66), d = 0.80. The main effect of support for the
punisher was not statistically significant, F(1, 126) = 1.66, p = .20, but resembled Study 1 in
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terms of effect size such that approval tended to be lower for individual punishment (M = 0.24, SD = 0.69) than for collective punishment (M = -0.11, SD = 0.70), d = 0.20. The
interaction effect was non-significant, F(1, 126) = 0.05, p = .82.
Descriptive statistics of the Green-Pink approval index (Cronbach’s alpha = .90) are
presented in Table 2. Just as in Study 1, approval was highest in the no sanction condition and
lowest in the collective strong punishment condition.
We then examined the trait aggression scale (Cronbach’s alpha = .85, M = 3.31, SD =
0.75). In line with Study 1 the correlation between the TA score and the difference between
the Blue and Green-Pink approval indexes was positive both in the individual weak sanction
condition (r = .31, p = .07, N = 33) and the individual strong sanction condition (r = .40, p
= .024, N = 31).

Discussion
The findings from the American on-line sample of Study 1 was replicated using the
same animations but in a study conducted in a lab environment with Swedish students. It
seems to be a general observation that findings tend to generalize across lab and on-line
studies (e.g., Buhrmester, Kwang & Gosling, 2011; Paolacci, Chandler & Ipeirotis, 2010). It
is more noteworthy that the findings generalized across the cultural gap between Americans
and Swedes. This generalizability is consistent with previous findings of cross-cultural
similarities in the view of informal punishment (Strimling & Eriksson, 2014).

Study 3: Economic sanctions
So far we have found that “physical” sanctions of a norm violator tend to be
disapproved of. Here we investigate “economic” sanctions instead, in terms of resources
being taken from the norm violator.

Method
Participants
Five hundred participants (47% female, age ranging from 18 to 75 years with median 30
years) were recruited among American users of Amazon Mechanical Turk (mturk.com) to
take part in an online experiment. Participation was rewarded by a fee of 1 US dollar. The
sample size was set to match that of Study 1.
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Animation conditions
The experiment used a between-subjects design with 100 participants in each of five
conditions: no sanction (NO), collective weak economic sanction (CWE), individual weak
economic sanction (IWE), collective strong economic sanction (CSE), and individual strong
economic sanction (ISE).
In the collective sanctions (CWE and CSE) conditions, the three triangles moved
together to the corner where the norm violator was located; each of them took the same
number of the norm violator’s circles and then returned to their respective corners (at which
point the animation ended). In the individual sanctions (IWE and ISE) conditions, the blue
triangle was on its own and took a number of the norm violator’s circles, left two thirds in the
center and brought the remaining third to its own corner (at which point the animation ended).
A weak economic sanction (CWE and IWE) was implemented by the purple triangle,
the “norm violator” being deprived only of the circles it had taken out of turn (leaving it with
those resources that had been harvested according to the norm). A strong economic sanction
was implemented by the purple triangle being deprived of all its circles (leaving the norm
violator with no resources at all).

Procedure
The procedure followed Study 1 with one minor change: For the five items focusing on
subjects’ spontaneous interpretation of the blue triangle’s character, the response scale was
changed to the same 7-point Likert scale used throughout the rest of the questionnaire.
Although not reported below, the study also included the same short Big Five scale and
Justice-Vengeance Scale as Study 1.

Results
The analysis follows that of Study 1. As in Study 1 there was high agreement that the
triangles looked alive (median response 6) and that their movement was goal-directed and
intentional (median response 7).
Descriptive statistics, per condition, for the Blue and Green-Pink approval indices
(Cronbach’s alpha = .88 and .79, respectively) are reported in Table 3. The difference in Blue
approval between the no sanction condition (M = 0.45) and the pooled peer punishment
conditions (M = -0.11) represents a Cohen’s d of 0.75. This is a large effect but not as large as
for the physical sanctions in Studies 1 and 2.
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A two-way analysis of variance of Blue approval revealed a medium-sized main effect
of severity, F(1, 396) = 23.55, p < .001, with average Blue approval lower for strong
punishment (M = -0.29, SD = 0.81) than for weak punishment (M = 0.07, SD = 0.66), d =
0.47. There was a small main effect of support for the punisher, F(1, 396) = 6.17, p = .013,
such that approval tended to be lower for individual punishment (M = -0.20, SD = 0.83) than
for collective punishment (M = -0.02, SD = 0.66), d = 0.24. The interaction effect was nonsignificant, F(1, 396) = 0.01, p = .91.
Also Green-Pink approval followed the same pattern as in Studies 1 and 2: Approval
was highest in the no sanction condition and lowest in the collective strong punishment
condition.
We then examined the trait aggression scale (M = 3.39, SD = 0.98). The correlation
between the TA score and the difference between the Blue and Green-Pink approval indexes
showed a very weak and non-significant positive tendency in the individual weak sanction
condition (r = .08, p = .41, N = 100) but was statistically significant in the individual strong
sanction condition (r = .24, p = .017, N = 100).

Discussion
The results of this study indicate that the social norm against peer punishment is not
restricted to physical sanctions. Also economic sanctions, in the form of taking back resources
that a norm violator has taken out of turn from a common pool, received less approval than
letting the norm violation go. We also replicated the other main findings from Studies 1 and 2:
First, more severe punishment was less approved of. Second, collective punishment was more
approved of than individual punishment. Third, when one group member punished a peer it
reflected badly even on group members that were not involved in the punishment. Fourth, trait
aggression was related to lower disapproval of peer punishment relative to non-punishment.
Table 3 includes ratings of Blue on those items where the same response scale was used
as in Study 1. A comparison between the absolute levels of ratings of Blue in Tables 1 and 3
suggests that economic punishments were met with less disapproval than physical
punishments. In particular it is noteworthy that the weak physical punishment (shoving Purple
once with no damage being done) tended to be more disapproved of than strong economic
punishment (depriving Purple of all its resources). Arguably, the latter punishment does more
harm. This pattern is consistent with perceived aggression, rather than actual harm done,
being the main driver of disapproval.
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Study 4: More variations on sanctions
One concern with the previous studies is that the individual sanction conditions all
started with Green letting the norm violation go before Blue made the decision to punish. It is
possible that Green’s behavior established a norm of non-punishment and that Blue’s decision
to punish would otherwise have been met with approval. In order to test this alternative
explanation of Blue’s low approval ratings we conducted a new study of individual sanctions
in which Blue was always the first one to notice the norm violation. We made this adaption to
three conditions from the earlier studies: no sanction, individual weak physical sanction, and
individual strong economic sanction.
Another concern with the economic sanctions in Study 3 is that Blue may have come
across as selfish by keeping for itself a third of the resources taken from Purple. Thus
disapproval might have been driven by the perception of selfishness rather than disapproval of
the peer punishment itself. In order to test this alternative explanation we included a new
version of individual strong economic sanction in which Blue left all the resources in the
middle.
Whereas physical and economic punishments are often used in lab experiments, we
discussed in the introduction that real-life social sanctions may typically consist of verbal
confrontations instead. To test the approval of verbal confrontations within our animation
paradigm we adapted the weak physical punishment condition into a verbal condition by
replacing the shove with a speech balloon containing an exclamation mark.
Finally, it seems plausible that approval of peer punishment may depend on whether it
works as an effective deterrent of the norm violation. We tested this by adding a condition in
which the verbal confrontation was followed by Purple returning the ill-gotten resources to
the common pool.

Method
Participants
Six hundred and forty participants (48% female, age ranging from 18 to 73 years with
median 30 years) were recruited among American users of Amazon Mechanical Turk
(mturk.com) to take part in an online experiment. Participation was rewarded by a fee of 0.50
US dollars. The sample size was set to match that of Studies 1 and 3, i.e., 100 subjects per
condition in six conditions, but due to a typo one condition was assigned 140 subjects instead.
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Animation conditions
The experiment used a between-subjects design with six conditions: no sanction (NOB), weak physical sanction (IWP-B), strong economic sanction (ISE-B), strong economic
unselfish sanction (ISE-un), verbal sanction (IV), and verbal effective sanction (IVE). There
were 100 subjects per condition with the exception of the no sanction condition, which was
taken by 140 subjects.
For this experiment the blue triangle, who also carried out the punishments, was the first
and only triangle to move following the norm violation by purple triangle. The weak physical
sanction (IWP-B) otherwise played out as previously (in Study 1 and 2), with the blue triangle
making two moves against the purple triangle, with no damage being done, and then returning
to its corner.
Beside the blue triangle being the only triangle to act following the norm violation by
purple, the strong economic sanction (ISE-B) also played out as previously (in Study 3) with
blue triangle taking all of the norm violator’s circles, leaving two thirds in the center and
bringing the remaining third into its own corner. In the strong economic unselfish sanction
(ISE-un) all actions were identical except that the blue triangle now returned all the circles to
the center and did not bring any to its own corner.
The verbal sanctions (IV and IVE) mimicked the physical punishment condition (IWPB), but with no pushing. Instead, the blue triangle faced the purple triangle and wiggled
rapidly side to side while a speech balloon appeared above it with a pulsating exclamation
mark (talking). At this the purple triangle backed away slightly. The verbal sanction (IV)
ended with the blue triangle returning to its corner. In the verbal effective sanction (IVE) the
purple triangle then returned the circles to the middle, thus restoring the situation as it was
before the norm transgression.

Procedure
The procedure followed Study 3 with the exception that the Big Five and JusticeVengeance scales were not included.

Results
We focus the analysis on comparisons of the Blue approval index (Cronbach’s alpha
= .88) between conditions. Mean values per condition are reported in Table 4.
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The effect of having Blue go first
The first concern was whether Blue’s decision to punish would have been met with
approval if only Green had not established a norm of non-punishment. The present study
indicates this is not the case: Both the weak physical and strong economic sanctions remained
at considerably lower levels of approval than non-punishment, Cohen’s d = 1.31 and 0.92,
respectively.

Profitable vs. unselfish economic sanctions
The second concern was whether disapproval of economic sanctions was driven by
their being profitable and therefore coming across as selfish. A comparison between
conditions ISE-B and ISE-un shows that approval ratings rose considerably when Blue did not
profit from the economic sanction, p < .001, Cohen’s d = 0.70. Indeed, although mean
approval of the unselfish version of economic punishment was lower than for nonpunishment, the difference was small and did not quite reach statistical significance, p = .066,
Cohen’s d = 0.25.
Verbal sanctions
Verbal sanction (IV) was less approved of than non-sanction, p < .001, Cohen’s d =
0.46, and this held even when the verbal sanction was shown to be effective at changing the
norm violator’s ways (IV-E), p = .020, Cohen’s d = 0.30. Indeed, there was no statistically
significant improvement of approval of verbal sanction when it was shown to be effective, p
= .26, Cohen’s d = 0.16.
Discussion
As in the previous three studies, the no sanction condition yielded the highest level of
Blue approval. There was a clear difference in approval between non-punishment and all peer
punishment conditions with the exception of the unselfish economic punishment. Note that
the latter kind of sanction was explicitly prosocial. Such explicitly prosocial sanctions are
unlikely to be available in many real-life situations; it seems to be particular to scenarios
where a sanction can take the form of restoring a material resource.
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General discussion
The topic of this paper is how people view peer enforcement of social norms. In the
introduction we reviewed recent empirical work suggesting that peer punishment tends not to
be approved of. From a functional perspective this seemed puzzling as peer punishers can
promote cooperation that benefits the group. We hypothesized that the answer to this puzzle is
that peer punishers will often come across as aggressive, and that the impression of withingroup aggression is no negative that it outweighs the potential benefits to the group in the
situation at hand.
To examine this hypothesis we conducted a series of experiments where subjects rated
animations showing a norm violation and various reactions to it. The target of peer
punishment was a behavior that clearly harmed the group. Nonetheless, peer punishers tended
to be viewed as behaving less appropriately than a non-punisher and as being more of a
problem for the group. Several findings about moderators spoke to the role of perceived
aggressiveness in driving disapproval of peer punishment. First, more aggressive raters tended
to show less disapproval of peer punishment. Second, more severe punishments tended to be
more disapproved of. Third, clearly aggressive but non-harmful punishment tended to be
more disapproved of than clearly harmful but material punishment (Study 4).
A limitation of our studies is that only one kind of norm violation was used. When one
individual takes more than its share of a common resource it has negative consequences for
everyone else in the group. Other norm violations may be neutral in their consequences for
others, such as having sex with someone that society does not approve of your having sex
with. Norm violations may even be objectively beneficial for everyone else in the group, such
as giving more generously to a common cause than other group members are comfortable
with (Parks & Stone, 2010). It is an intriguing question whether the view of peer punishment
depends on what kind of norm violation it targets. This should be addressed in future research.
We note that the animation technique employed in this paper could be used to enact other
norm violations as well.
Another limitation of our studies is that all sanctions were direct confrontations.
Informal sanctions can also be non-confrontational, such as gossip and avoidance. Nonconfrontational sanctions are likely to come across as non-aggressive. Our hypothesis would
therefore expect use of non-confrontational sanctions between peers to gain higher social
approval. This could also straightforwardly be investigated using the same basic methodology
we have used here.
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Conclusion
To conclude, when someone violates a prosocial norm it seems to be counter-normative
for a peer to react with confrontational punishment even though it may be good for the group.
Dislike of aggressiveness seems to be part of the explanation why confrontational peer
punishment is frowned upon. However, there are likely to be other contributing mechanisms
as well. For instance, it seems very common that peer punishers experience counterpunishment from their target (Balafoutas & Nikiforakis, 2012; Nikiforakis, 2008; Nugier et
al., 2007). This experience could, we speculate, contribute to internalization of a norm that
you should not punish your peers.
A peer punisher should, it seems, expect to be met with counter-punishment as well as
general disapproval. For some people and in some situations, these social costs may be
outweighed by the emotional reward of acting out against someone whose behavior is
unacceptable. The same kind of emotional reward might be attainable through consumption of
popular stories of heroic vigilantes, like Robin Hood or Batman, punishing bad guys. Note,
however, that such stories differ from our notion of peer punishment in two critical respects.
First, the villains are usually not peers but extraordinarily evil and powerful. Second, the
heroes are often mainly focused on preventing evil deeds, or setting them right, rather than
punishing them. We would welcome research into how these aspects (the power of the norm
violator and the difference between punishment and prevention) affect views of peer reactions
to norm violations.
Finally, note that people do not disapprove of punishment in general. Political parties
that promise to enforce laws that punish wrongdoers tend to be popular. There is no popular
demand for abolishing all punishment from the criminal code. In short, formal punishment is
generally approved of. In those situations where punishment could play a positive role and
formal punishment is not available, it would be desirable if peer punishment could gain
general approval. If, as we hypothesize, a key issue with peer punishers is that they tend to
come across as aggressive, then genuinely prosocial peer punishers should actively try to
signal that they are calm and not driven by anger. This may be the most important direction of
future research on peer punishment.
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Table 1. Mean values per condition for measures in Study 1
Item

NO

CWP

IWP

CSP

ISP

Total St Dev

Blue is generally trustworthy

1.87

1.46

1.33

0.90

0.73

1.26

0.84

Blue is generally angry*

1.77

0.96

0.65

0.38

0.24

0.80

0.91

Blue takes others’ interests into
account

1.66

1.60

1.33

1.22

0.78

1.32

0.85

Blue would punish others unfairly*

1.75

1.31

1.24

0.62

0.51

1.09

0.88

Blue generally follows standard
norms of behavior

1.80

1.29

0.94

0.57

0.56

1.03

0.92

Blue’s behavior was appropriate

6.19

4.70

4.51

3.06

2.77

4.24

2.14

A person behaving like Blue would
be a problem for the group*

5.28

4.32

3.95

2.85

2.71

3.82

2.13

Would like to spend time with a
person behaving like Blue

5.83

4.25

3.91

2.69

2.33

3.80

2.15

Blue approval index

0.79

0.24

0.03

-0.45

-0.62

0.00

0.80

Green’s behavior was appropriate

6.23

5.51

5.55

4.91

5.88

5.62

1.49

A person behaving like Green would
be a problem for the group*

5.24

4.97

4.95

4.46

4.84

4.89

2.10

Would like to spend time with a
person behaving like Green

5.92

5.33

5.43

4.65

5.69

5.40

1.51

Pink’s behavior was appropriate

6.21

5.49

5.62

4.76

5.88

5.59

1.50

A person behaving like Pink would be
a problem for the group*

5.38

4.88

4.98

4.32

4.86

4.88

2.11

Would like to spend time with a
person behaving like Pink

5.98

5.30

5.36

4.68

5.71

5.41

1.48

Green-Pink approval index

0.33

-0.04

0.00

-0.42

0.12

0.00

0.72

Note. Entries are mean values within each condition. The last two columns give the total
mean and standard deviation. The scale is between 1 and 3 for the first five items, and
between 1 and 7 for the remaining items (but not the indexes). Items marked * have been
reverse-coded.
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Table 2. Mean values of approval indexes per condition in Study 2
Measure

NO

CWP

IWP

CSP

ISP

Total St Dev

Blue approval index

0.71

0.16

0.04

-0.37

-0.54

0.00

0.75

Green-Pink approval index

0.51

-0.04

-0.02

-0.54

0.11

0.00

0.82

Note. Entries are mean values within each condition. The last two columns give the total
mean and standard deviation.
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Table 3. Mean values per condition in Study 3
Item

NO

CWP

IWP

CSP

ISP

Total St Dev

Blue’s behavior was appropriate

5.51

5.58

5.35

4.79

4.78

5.20

1.60

A person behaving like Blue would
be a problem for the group*

5.89

5.16

4.99

4.39

4.16

4.92

1.85

Would like to spend time with a
person behaving like Blue

6.13

5.36

4.84

5.00

4.34

5.13

1.56

Blue approval index

0.45

0.16

-0.03

-0.20

-0.38

0.00

0.74

Green-Pink approval index

0.36

0.08

-0.08

-0.29

-0.08

0.00

0.71

Note. Entries are mean values within each condition. The last two columns give the total
mean and standard deviation. The scale is between 1 and 7 for all items (but not the indexes).
Items marked * have been reverse-coded.
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Table 4. Mean values of Blue approval index per condition in Study 4
NO-B

IWP-B

ISE-B

ISE-un IV

IVE

Total

St Dev

0.35

-0.62

-0.33

0.20

0.17

0.00

0.74

0.08

Note. Entries are mean values within each condition. The last two columns give the total
mean and standard deviation.
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Figure 1. The triangles at their respective corners, with the blue triangle moving back from
collecting a circle from the center.

